
The sleekly designed Certus by Human Touch® is not only eye-catching, but also remarkably functional. 
In Latin, the word Certus translates to sure, certain, resolved or reliable. A fitting name for a massage 
chair that will soon become a reliable companion on your wellness journey, helping you create a sure 
path to good health through self-care.

The Certus delivers three-dimensional massage along the entire length of your spine and all the way 
down to your thighs. Enjoy auto programs that are focused on helping you achieve a new relaxed state 
of being. Let the tension in your feet and legs melt away as the unique outer orbital massage soothes 
tired calves and overworked feet. Let the dynamic stretch position your body for a lengthening of your 
back and muscles, giving you renewed energy and life. Take a moment and allow yourself to be fully 
immersed in the enveloping melody of your favorite music through the built-in Altec Lansing Premium 
Sound System.
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DIMENSIONS:
Reclined: 75” L x 32” W x 33” H

Upright:  63” L x 32” W x 47” H  

Seat:  19” W x 18” D

Weight:  252 lb

Endorsed by

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
5-Years Structural

3-Years Parts

1-Year In-Home Service

AUTO-WELLNESS PROGRAMS
Indulge in 11 programs, including Full-Body massage, 
Stretch, Energize, and Recovery—all mapped 
for maximum effectiveness using our AcuPoint® 
Detection technology.

CLOUD TOUCH ACUPRESSURE
Strategically placed, targeted aircells apply 
pressure to key healing points and manipulate 
your body to stretch muscles.

DUAL-LUMBAR HEAT
Adjustable and targeted heat gently soothes the 
back to loosen tight muscles and help relieve pain. 

DEFY GRAVITY®

The zero gravity position cradles your back and 
elevates your legs above your heart, the position 
doctors recommend as the healthiest way to sit.

FULL-BODY STRETCH
Our expansive “bend and stretch” functionality 
provides unprecedented leg and spine relief, 
increasing blood flow to the vertebrae and discs 
and rejuvenating the lower back, allowing you to 
recover with greater efficiency.

SPACE SAVING DESIGN 
The Certus requires zero wall clearance in order 
to pivot seamlessly from the upright to reclined 
position.

EXTENDING FOOT AND CALF MASSAGER
With a unique outer orbital effect calf massager, 
underfoot rollers for optimized reflexology and 
adjustable intensity, the extendable leg rest 
automatically adjusts for your height
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Easily manage the chair’s key functions at your 
fingertips using the convenient control panel:

• Power On

• Start the Demo and Toggle to Other Auto Programs

• One-touch to ZeroG® 

• Adjust Recline Position

• Emergency Stop

• Restore the Chair to Full Upright Position

FINGERTIP 
CONTROLS

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COLORS:

While the L-Track extends high performance 
coverage from your neck and shoulders all 
the way down to your glutes and thighs, the 
S-Track closely follows the curvature of the 
spine. The result is a massage that is designed 
to move with the natural curves of your body 
for optimal results.   

S and L 
TRACK SYSTEMS  

S- and L-Track

BUILT-IN USB PORT
Use the built-in USB port to charge your favorite 
hand-held device while you listen to music, watch 
videos, or listen to an eBook.

FLEX 3D MASSAGE TECHNOLOGY 
With adjustable intensity settings you can tailor 
your massage for a therapeutic, fully-enveloping 
massage with just the right pressure.
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